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ABSTRACT
An attempt is made to explain the mechanism of the hook echo
formation on the southwest edge of an eastward moving cumulonimbus
cell. The conditions necessary for originating a hook echo circula •
tion through this proposed mechanism are: significant absolute vorticity within the subcloud layer, intense updraft to bring the low level
moist air into the cloud, and a vertical wind shear which stc:;ers the
cumulonimbus cell with a velocity which is considerably different
from that of the low level winds. The Magnus effect acting upon the
spiraling updraft is employed as the force which brings the hook echo
circulation at low levels toward the southwest edge of the major thunderstorm cell. A kinematic diagram with the absolute tangential
speed and the radius of the cyclone as coordinates is also presented.
Some speculation on the conservation of absolute circulation and absolute vorticity is made.

1.

Introduction
Recent developments in weather radar make it possible to detect tornado cyclones

when they are associated with the familiar shape of a so-called hook echo. A hook echo
does not always accompany tornadoes, although the probability of observing tornadoes
in the vicinity of the path of a hook echo is extremely high compared with that of an ordinary thunderstorm echo.

A large percentage of reported tornadoes may not be re-

lated to the tornado cyclones either because they just form out of unknown cloud structure or because no radar was operating to verify the mother circulation.
In view of the importance of the role of a hook echo in forecasting tornadoes,
mechanisms of hook echo formation were studied by s everal meteorologists, notably
by Fulks (1962), who attempted to explain the frequent observation of a hook echo to
the southwest edge of a mature thunderstorm cell moving eastward. In his model a
large convective tower extending into the levels of strong vertical wind shear acts
favorably in producing cyclonic and anticyclonic flows on the opposite ends of the tower,
and the cyclonic flow to the southwest gives rise to the hook echo development.
Since then a number of PPI photographs taken with high elevation angles have been
made available. Some of these indicate that the storm echo overhangs toward the posi tion of the hook in high levels thus finally placing the axis of the hook echo near the center.
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of the so lid echo above 40, 000 ft .
A mechanism of hook echo formation which might explain the above observation is
proposed he.r ein. Since we do not as yet have a sufficient number of PPI scope pictures of
hook echoes taken with high elevation angles to make a statistical study of this feature, it
is hoped that such a study can be made in the future .
The radius of a tornado cyclone, which is naturally very hard to define, is about 10
miles. This corresponds to the radius of the rotating cloud as studied by Fujita (1960).
The rotating cloud base near the circulation center frequently lowers to form an almost vertical cylindrical wall cloud with the radius ranging between one half and three miles. The
horizontal dimension of this wall cloud fits well with that of the hook echo seen on the PPI
radar operated with low elevation angles. It is postulated from these evidences that the
hook echo circulation constitutes the innermost vortex of a tornado cyclone while the rotating
cloud occupies a much larger portion of the tornado cyclone.

2.

Photographic Evidence of Tornado Cycloµes
Because of the unfavorable weather conditions for the taking of pictures, there

are only a limited number of photographs showing the entire rotating cloud, or at l east
a large portion of it.
The Fargo storm of 20 June 1957 which was photographed by a large number
of the local citizens and studied by Fujita (1960) is to date the best documented terres trial photography of the tornado-cyclone cloud. Figure 1 shows the remarkable circulation at the base of the rotating cloud. Five tornadoes dropped down one after another
from this cloud .
During the 1961 operation of the National Severe Storms Project based at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, the U. S. Weather Bureau's instrumented aircraft (B- 57, OC-6B
and B-26) made a successful attempt to collect multi-level meteorological data of an
isolated cumulonimbus on 21April1961. (Fig. 2). The storm originated as three
small towers shortly after 1500 CST and grew into a cumulonimbus with a 50-milelong anvil after about one hour. Further details of this cloud appear in the report
by Fujita and Arnold (1963). A vorticity of about 100 x 10-5 per sec was computed
within the subcloud layer at the time of this picture. The whole tower in the foreground was rotating at an unknown rate while moving eastward. In fact, a tornado
was reported 25 minutes later from a town some 10 miles to the east.
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A rotating cumulonimbus does not always produce tornadoes . However, we
may expect that the rotational field of the cloud acts as one of the most favorable
breeding grounds for intense vortices which could develop into tornadoes.

Fig. 1. Rotating cloud pictured at 1820 CST, 20 June 1957. Distance
to the circulation center - - 7. 0 miles, azimuth of the center - - 249 deg.
Courtesy of Stenerson.

Fig. 2. View of a cumulonimbus cloud accompanied by a rotating
cloud tower near the west- southwest edge of the main cloud mass.
Time: 1750 CST, 21April1961. Flight altitude: 20,000 ft. Distance
to the rotating tower: 10 miles. Photographed by Fujita from Weather
Bureau' s DC-6B.
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3. Tornado Cyclones as Observed by Radar
Because of its extremely long range and rapid scan capabilities radar provides
more chances to detect rotating clouds than terrestrial and aerial photographs combined. Since the first radar photograph of a hook echo associated with tornadoes was
obtained by Stout and Huff (1953), numerous hook echoes and other evidences of echoes
in rotation have been photographed.

.

It should be noted, however , that a hook echo within range of the radar, cannot
always be seen on the scope unless proper gain setting, pulse length and beam width
are brought together into the detection of relatively small circulations inside the c loud.
Penu, Pierce and McGuire (1955) demonstrated that the hook echo associated with the
Worcester tornado appeared quite differently in the radar pictures taken by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge) from those taken by Project Lincoln (Lexington).
On 26 May 1963 during the operation of the National Severe Storms Project,
the WSR - 57 radar at the Weather Radar Laboratory 1, Norman, Oklahoma obtained
a series of pictures involving the formation and subsequent development of several
hook echoes in central Oklahoma (Fig. 3).
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WRL, NORMAN 1440C 26 MAY, 63
Fig. 3. Formation stage of a hole in the echo which developed into a hook
echo 10 to 20 minutes later. Gain steps 1to4, antenna tilt zero degree . WSR57 Radar at WRL, Norman. 1540 CST 26 May 1963.

1.

Radar film used in this research was s upplied by Mr. Ken Wilk, WRL, Norman
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A series of gain step pictures taken with zero degree elevation angle revealed a small hole in the midst of an echo in a reduced gain picture. The hole
which was located 45 n mi to the north-northwest of the radar would not have been
recognized unless a proper gain setting was employed. This hole developed into
a hook echo some 20 minutes later.
Radar observers and meteorologists have noted that a hook echo is usually
located near the west- southwest edge of the major thunderstorm cell when traveling eastward. For a major cell traveling in a different direction, the hook echo
forms in the same relative location with respect to the major cell. Such a relative position of the major cell and the hook echo are readily detected when one
observes the storm with low elevation angle of the radar beam. It is customary
that the radar operator bring the beam into low elevation angles when a distinct
hook echo appears on the PPI scans. When the elevation angle is raised a few
degrees the hook or the circulation center does not stay near the west-southwest
edge of the major cell but tends to move into the cell making it very difficult to
identify the vortex on the picture in any gain setting.
With the use of a series of antenna-tilt step pictures of dual hook echoes
of 26 May 1963, as shown in Fig. 4, the positions of the circulation center were
plotted in the pictures with the elevation angles. up to 18 deg. The time interval
between the two zero-tilt photographs was only 5 minutes (1621 - 1626 CST) .
This makes it reasonably possible to justify a linear interpolation of the position
of the hook-echo during this short period. The open circles in the figure denote
the positions of two hook echoes near the ground. It is seen that the major cells
photographed with zero tilt did not change much in shape and moved east- southeast slightly.
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Fig. 4. Position of the hook echo plotted on the various elevation angle
pictures obtained by WRS, Norman on 26 May 1963.
A rather striking feature in this figure is the hook echo circulation which
shows relative motion towards the center of the major cell as the elevation angle
increases. With an elevation of 12 degrees, the northernmost circulation center
is located near the middle of the echo at about 40, 000 ft. Due to the close distance
between the radar and the southern cloud the 18 degree elevation angle beam does
not intersect with its echo center at the 40, 000 ft level. This circulation center
appears to lie almost on the northwest- southwest axis of the echo.
At about SO, 000 ft, the position of the surface circulation center of the northern cloud coincides with one of the three tall convective towers which are probably
overshooting beyond the cirrus deck. If photographed from a high flying aircraft
these echoes between 40 and SO, 000 ft intersected by the beam of lS deg elevation
angle would appear like the overshooting turret tops shown in Fig. 1.
In order to depict the three-dimensional feature of the cloud, it is necessary

to construct CAPP! charts of the echo at various altitudes. The method of CAPP!
construction developed by Marshall (19S7) was used in synthesizing the pictures
taken with various elevation angles.
Even though the picture series of the 26 May 1963 storm presented an excellent example of multi-elevation angle views of the rotating cloud, a tornado cyclone
case reported by Bigler (1958) was used in constructing CAPP! charts. The PPI and
RHI pictures are shown in Figs. Sand 6, respectively. The eye was moving toward
the south- southeast at 37 kt. The CAPP! echo boundaries at the levels S, 000 to
SO, 000 ft at S, 000 ft intervals were drawn on two charts in order to separate the
height contours into those visible from above and below. Thus the overhanging
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April 22, 19S8

Fig. 5. Tornado cyclone of 1815 CST
22 April 1958 from Texas A&M radar, Courtesy Mr. Bigler.

Fig. 6. The eye of the same
storm photographed at 1827 CST,
Courtesy Mr. Bigler .

portion of the echo can be contoured separately as the cloud-base topography. It
should be noted that the term cloud- base includes the overhanging portion of the echo
which does not always represent the convective cloud-base.
Examination of Fig. 7 thus obtained reveals various characteristics of the
hook echo circulation. First of all the hole or the eye seen from the cloud base tilts
inward toward the major cell located southeast of the hook near the surface. There
is another large thunderstorm cell to the east-northeast beyond the 20 mile range from
the hook echo. This cell may be regarded as a separate one from the one to which the
hook echo on the ground is attached.
At levels up to about 15, 000 ft the CAPP! boundary is very similar to the thunderstorm cell with a hook commonly observed outside, i.e., the hook is located more
or less outside the major cell which is quite large compared with the hook itself, thus
giving the impression that the hook is a pendant.
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Fig. 7. Cloud- top
and cloud-base topogra phy of 22 April 1958
storm photographed by
Texas A&M radar.
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As the elevation increases the cloud, overhanging toward the west, encloses the
entire hook and results in a small eye located inside the major cell. At the 40, OOD-ft
level the position of the eye is located half way between the east and west boundary of
the major cell. Note that this feature is almost identical to that of 26 May 1963 case
shown in Fig. 4.
The cloud-top contours give a better view of the echo topography above the hook
echo circulation. The upper chart of Fig. 7 shows the existence of a high tower overshooting beyond the cirrus deck. The shape of the CAPP! contour at 50, 000 ft suggests
th~t

the turret top is being eroded. This result, together with the evidences appearing

in Fig. 4, indicates that the axis of the hook echo circulation at low levels reaches the
region of the overshooting turret tops. The axis is not always ver tical and shows some
tilt toward the center of the major cell. As a result, the hook echo circulation at high
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levels is entirely surrounded with the echoes overhanging from the major thunderstorm
cell. Above the level of the anvil base on the upwind side the eye seems to be filled
completely. This makes its detection by radar very difficult.

4.

Translational Motion
It i1as been known that 1..he velocity of the thunderstorm cell which is accompanied

by a hook echo is quite different from that of the ordinary cell which has no indication
of such associated circulation. In the study of the Illinois tornadoes of 9 April 1953,
Fujita (1958) traced the nonr.otating thunderstorm echoes in an effort to compare their
direction of motion with those with a hook echo. It was found that those with hook echoes
moved in a direction 25 deg toward the right from the mean direction of other storms,
No winds between the surface and the tropopause were found which would steer the storm
toward the right or the high pressure side of the steering direction.
Analysis of the echo movement on 26 May 1963 revealed that the direction of an
echo changes considerably as soon as a portion of the cloud sets up a rotation. The
tracks of the echoes during the afternoon are shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that the echo
track makes a distinct turn to the right as soon as the cloud becomes rotational. The
winds aloft from oklahoma City at 18 CST were between WSW and W at all heights below
the tropopause except in the subcloud layers affected by the mesoscale cold dome.

PONCA CITY
0

'"'
Fig. 8. Movement of
the radar echoes on 26 May
1963. The echo positions
are plotted at 20 minute in tervals. Black circles . .. .
rotating clouds, short cross
line on the echo track .. . .
. non-rotating cloud. Nµmbers
indicate hour in CST.
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The phenomenon of echo convergence in the vicinity of tornadoes was studied
by Stout and Hiser (1955) who pointed out that two echoes were in collision courses
with about 30 deg directional convergence . A tornado formed at about the time and
place where the edges of two echoes first touched. The evidence of a right turn of
the rotating cloud as presented with the help of Fig. 8 .suggests that echo convergence
takes place to the right of the path of a cloud in rotation . On the other hand echo divergence could take place to the left of the path of a rotating cloud.

5.

Echo Divergence
It was pointed out in the previous section that echoes to the right of the path

of a rotating cloud converge and that the ones to the left diverge. What will happen,
then, to these echoes? This is a good question .
According to the study by Stout and Hiser (1955) of the storm of 28 May 1954
the two echoes first made contact at their boundary and then merged . The intensity
of the larger echo located to the north increased by 4 decibels about the time of
merger and heavy rain and hail occurr ed. Then a tor nado developed southe a st of
the heavy rain area . It may be a s sumed, therefore, that a number of small echoes
to the south of the rotating cloud will merge into the major storm cell which is characterized by some degree of rotational motion. The major cell will then intensify
to a certain extent and produce heavy rain, hail and/ or tornadic storm.
The diverging echoes to the north of the rotating cloud may not always merge
into the major rotating cell. Instead, the echoes tend to dissipate probably because
of the vacuum created by the abrupt southward motion of the large mass of the rotating cloud. Figure 9 represents a good example of diverging cells which dissipated within a very short time.
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Fig. 9. Diverging echoes, C and D, caused by the sudden southward
motion of the rotating cells E and G. Analysis was made from 0 deg tilt
reduced gain pictures taken by WRL, Norman on 26 May 1963 .

Figure 9 shows rather strong echoes in a north-south line at 1450 CST. Echoes
E and G began rotation shortly before 1500 CST and changed their direction of motion
from ENE to ESE, while the northernmost echo, A, kept moving east- northeast without
changing its course and speed. Measurements revealed that the echo distance between
A and E had been about 15 n mi until 1430 CST, but it increased to 21 n mi at 1500 CST
and to 33 n mi at 1530 CST. It is important to note that this relative motion took place
in a direction perpendicular to that of the steering wind. Consequently, the atmosphere
between these two large echoes underwent subs idence which resulted in the dis sipation
of echo C first, then echo D. The radar picture at 1510 gi.ves the impression that echo
C completely lost its low level convergence or moisture inflow leaving only anvil clouds
pluming off from an extremely weak source.
The phenomenon of echo divergence and convergence on each side of the path of
a rotating echo is so pronounced that it may be used to identify a rotating echo from
ordinary thunderstorm echoes which move under normal steering mechanism ..
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6.

Proposed Mechanism of Hook Echo Formation
Without questioning the origin of the rotation at this moment we assume that the

central core of a convective tower starts rotating either in a cyclonic or an anticyclonic
sense. The outer echo (Fig. 10) which is characterized by more or less vertical convection will be moving eastward, for example, steered by the environmental winds at
various levels . According to the Magnus effect, l ater proved theoretically be KuttaJoukowski, a solid cylinder rotating ins ide the

p~rfect

fluid with density p and uni-

form flow speed of u receives a force F toward the right when viewed in the direction
of the uniform flow of
F

pur

r denotes the circulation around the rotating cylinder. If the circulation is
cyclonic, for which r is assumed positive, the force acting on a cylinder standing
where

vertically inside the geostrophic straight flow i s identical to the pressure gradient of
the undisturbed uniform flow. By changing the sign of the circulation to negative the
direction of the Magnus force changes 180 degrees or becomes opposite to the pressure gradient of the geostrophic flow.
A convective cloud i s far
from a solid cylinder and the
CYCLONIC

HOOK

rising air in the immediate vicinity of the eye or the circula tion center whic h originates below
the cloud base is undiluted compared
with the clouds occupying the outer

ANTICYCLONIC

portion of the echo. Moreover,
the outer echo usually moves faster
than the newly rising air since it
has been exposed to the flow for some
time. The rotating portion of the
cloud, therefore , transl ates much

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram showing the
pos ition of the hook echo relative to the major
cell moving west to east.

s lower than the outer echo. This
results in a situation whe re the eye
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will be left behind with the updraft
spiraling around it. This spiral
ing updraft now acts as a rotating
cylinder with a semi -vertical axis.
We may now expect that the
Magnus force pulls the spiraling
updraft toward the high or low
pressure side . As a result of
this side pull the circulation center of the cloud ends up on the
Fig. 11. An example of an anticyclonic hook of 1 July 1959. From
Fortner and Jordan (1960).

position as indicated in Fig. 10.
The lower figure, representing
the anticyclonic hook, is extremely

rare because most of the vigorous cumulonimbus cmvection takes place in the subcloud
wind fields of absolute cyclonic. vorticity. Presented in Fig. 11 is a rare example studied
by Fortner and Jordan (1960). In this case the subcloud layer was dominated by an anticyclonic ridge extending inland from the Atlantic to Alabama where the anticyclonic
hook occurred.
In this proposed mechanism for the formation of the hook echo, the original

circulation starts near the center of an intense updraft cell. As shown in Fig. 12,
with this circulation near the ground and the surrounding echo moving in opposite
directions due to the Magnus effect, the hook and the major cell will become separated.
At high levels the hook echo disappears and it changes gradually into a hole in
the cloud. Because the spiraling up::lraft around the eye continuously generates the condensed water droplets at a rate that they are not eroded away within a short time . Near
and above the anvil level, droplets and ice crystals spread out in all directions forming
an anvil plume which can hardly be distinguished from that of a cumulonimbus cloud of
comparable size. ·
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Fig. 12. Model of rotating cumulonimbus. The axis of
rotation first forms near the echo center. The movement
of the axis and the major echo differs, so that the eye near
the surface is left behind as a hook which does not always
become completely closed.

7.

Vorticity and Divergence Inside Tornado Cyc;:lones
Only few measurements of the wind fields aro:.md tornado cyclone s are available

at the present. According to Fujita (1960) the tangential speed of the wall cloud of the
Fargo storm with a diameter of 2. 0 km was 24 mph at 2, 000 ft level. The time of
measurement was 1832 CST.

The collar cloud located at the 4, 000 ft level near the

convective cloud base had a diameter of 4 . 4 km and was rotating at the rate of 25 mph
when measured at 1825 CST. The circulation and mean vorticity computed from these
figures appears in Table 1.
This table shows that the mean vorticity inside the wall cloud, which corresponds probably to the outer edge of radar hook echo, is about 2000 x 10-5 sec-1. Outside the wall cloud vorticity drops off considerably but circulation increases.
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Table 1. Rotational characteristics of Fargo tornado cyclone of 20 June 1957 .
Radius
1.0 km
2 . 2km
1. 0 to 2 . 2 km

Tangential Speed

Circulation

Mean Vorticity

10 mps
11 mps

6 x 108 cgs
15 x 108 cgs

2000 x 10- 5 sec - 1
1000 x 10- 5 sec - 1
750 x 10-5 sec- 1

Fujita (1958) also computed the eastward speed of a small echo on the south
edge of the hook of the Illinois tornado cyclone of 9 April 1953. It was about 80 kts
while its center translated eastward at the rate of 38 kts. These figures give the tangential speed of 42 kts (20 mps) at a radius of 1. 2 km from the circulation center.
The convergence values beneath the rotating clouds can be computed either
from the vector wind field or from the change in. vertical motion with height. Since
we have no data on the subcloud wind fields , an estimation of convergence will be made
by this second method.
A movie film showing the Fargo rotating cloud was used in calculating the
vertical velocity as a function of height . The result turned out to be 70 ft sec-1 at
3 , 000 ft above the ground . Obtained from these figures is a mean convergence of
2, 300 x 10-5 sec- 1, which is very similar in value to that of vorticity.
It is reasonable to assume that the mean vertical motion of the spiraling updraft
around the eye is over 100 ft sec-1, which would carry the air from cloud base to the
40 , 000 ft level in 6 or 7 minutes. On the other hand the tangential speed of the air
circling around the eye with a 2 km radius is about 10 mps, thus requiring about 20
minutes for a parcel to complete one rotation around the eye. This rotational and
vertical motion combined does not permit any ascending parcel to rotate once around
the eye, instead the parcel would reach near the cloud top shortly after rotating 120
degrees around the eye. Schematic diagram in .Fig. 12 was constructed with consideration of the above statistics. Since a parcel near the eye does not complete even one
rotational trip before spreading at the anvil top, it is not necessary to have an eye of
a vertical axis.

It may tilt 20 or 30 degrees from the local vertical.
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8.

Circulation around Tornadoes
There is no direct measurement of the wind speed inside a tornado since no

anemometer will survive under the violent environment. Therefore, the best estimate should be made from indirect measurements.
In his elaborate calculation of the debris movement inside the Dallas tornadoes
of 2 April 1957, Hoecker (1960) estimated the highest tangential speed at the 150 ft
level to be 170 mph around the circle of 180 ft radius. The vorticity within this circle
is more or less constant while the outer circulation is regarded as a vr vortex. The
mean vorticity was found to be about 270, 000 x 10-5 sec-1 which is three times larger
than that of the Fargo tornado computed from the funnel rotation. The circulation
around the circle obtained from 2 7TrVt

is 2. 5 x 108 cgs~ This value is very close

to that of the Fargo tornado .
An entirely different approach was made by Van Tassel (1955) to compute the
tangential wind speed. He examined the scratch marks l eft on the plowed field over
which a tornado passed. The major and minor axes had dimensions of 230 ft and
152 ft , respectively. The tangential speed of the tornadic circulation which left
these scratch marks was computed to be 484 mph from the equation,
Vt

= CNS

where, C denotes the circumference of the ellipse, N the number of scratch rings
per mile, and S the translational speed of the tornado in mph. The circulation around
the tornado obtained from the se figure s would reach 3 . 0 x 108 cgs ..
With the use of 16 mm movie film of the Fargo tornadoes of 20 June 1957, Fujita
(1960) obtained the diameter and the tangential speed of the funnel cloud. The speed
computed was only 48 mps at a radius of llO m from the funnel axis. The circulation
corresponding to these values is 3. 3 x 108 t gs ,, and the vorticity 90, 000 x 10- 5 sec-1.

9.

Absolute Vorticity and Absolute Circulation
Although the present knowledge of tornado and tornado- cyclone circul ation is

not enough to discuss the dynamics and thermodynamics of the storm quantitatively,
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an attempt was made to summarize what we know up to the present.
If we assume a circular vortex with its tangential speed (Vt) given as a func-

tion of the radial distance from the center, the circulation and vorticity , relative to
the rotating earth surface are, respective!y,

r

=

and

The absolute circulation and vorticity which are the quantities measured relative
to the celestial coordinates are obtained by adding the vertical component of the
rotation of the earth's surface along the circle of radius

and

r . Thus we have

fa

=

2 7T r Vt + 2 7T r2 il sin cp

Q

=

2 Vt/r + 2.U sincp .,

where il denotes the angular velocity of earth's rotation.
These equations can be rewritten as
=

and

where, Vat

2 7T r (Vt + r il sin cp)

2 ( Vt + r il sin

cp ) =

=

27T r Vat

2Vat/ r ,

represents the tangential speed relative to the celestial coordinate.

In fact, it is the absolute tangential speed including the earth's rotation.
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Fig. 13. A kinematic diagram of cyclonic circulation systems
ranging from frontal cyclones to tornadoes. Storms identified are
A, Scottsbluff Tornado (Van Tassel 1955); B, Dallas Tornado
(Hoecker 1960); C, Fargo Tornado (Fujita 1960); and E, Fargo
Tornado Cyclone (Fujita 1960).
Figure 13 represents the graph of absolute tangential speed vs radius of circulation. To cover the wide range in horizontal dimensions, the coordinates are
in logarithmic scales. By taking the logarithm of the absolute circulation and absolute vorticity, we have

fa

=

log 27' + log r

+ log Vat

log Q

=

log 2

+ log V0 u

log
and

it is evident that the isolines of

ra

and

-

Q

log r

on the chart are orthogonal trajec-

tories forming 45 degrees with the coordinates ..
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When data from the tornadoes, tornado cyclones and macroscale cyclonic
systems are plotted on this kinematic diagram, it is seen that the storms appear
along a concave dashed line connecting macroscale cyclonic system with tornadoes.
The straight dashed lines with 45 deg tilt represents the absolute tangential speed
contributed by the rotation of the earth. Note that the lines are drawn for the latitudes 90, 45, 30, and 15 degrees.
Of interest in the

figur~

is the -orientation of the concave dashed line. For

macroscale systems the line runs in the direction of the conservation of absolute
vorticity, but for the tornadoes the direction follows an isoline of absolute circulation. Between these two extremes are the tornado cyclones, which produce tornadoes.
Further discussion of cyclonic systems including tornadoes and dust devils
will be attempted with the use of the kinematic diagram shown in Fig. 14. It is
seen that a macroscale cyclone with its radius of several hundred kilometers is
characterized by an absolute circulation of 1, 000 x 108 cigs which is 100 times
larger than that of a tornado cyclone. It is, therefore, very unlikely that an
entire macrocyclone converges into a tornado while maintaining its absolute
circulation.

Instead a macroscale circulation breaks up into several mesocy-

clone s including tornado cyclones.
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Fig. 14. A kinematic diagram showing the transition of cyclonic wind systems.
A PPI movie made by the U. S. Weather Bureau, Weather Research Laboratory
at Norman, Oklahoma on 26 May 1963 revealed an excellent example of such a breakdown of macroscale circulation into
five mesocyclones

(Fig. 15). Each

of these hook echo circulations would
produce a fair sized tornado if, by
some reason, the entire circulation
.

•

.

is brought into a small area .

.. ..-.6.. - ~
.

'

'·

.

The production mechanism of. a
dust devil seems to be quite different,
since its absolute circulation is less
than O. 2 x 108 sec -1. On the kinematic
diagram, its origin of the absolute cir-
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40 N M

Fig. 15. Five mesocyclones shown
by the hook echoes photographed by WRL ,
Norman. 1700 CST, 26 May 1963, Elevation Angle Zero.

culation can be traced into the region
of local winds the horizontal extent of
which does not exceed several hundred
meters.
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10.

Tornadoes and Tornado Cyclones
The kinematic diagram introduced in this paper reveals that the absolute circu-

lation of a tornado is a few tenths of that of the mother cloud. Even if the entire vorti city at low levels beneath the mother circulation is shrunk into tornado funnels it would
be just enough to produce one or two tornado circulations.
The statistics of well documented large tornadoes studied by Fujita (1962) presents several important facts. The path length of the tornadoes increases with the
translational speed of the tornado cyclone, and the occurrence interval of a tornado
family born from a tornado cyclone is 42 minutes on the average with very small standard deviation from storm to storm.
A tornado originating from a rotating cloud usually drops down in an oblique
angle from the axis of the cloud circulation. Thus the tornado center on the ground
is frequently located beneath the wall cloud to the right of the center when viewed while
facing toward the translation vector of the mother circulation.
An example of a view including a tornado and its mother cloud appears in Fig.
16. It is seen that the tornado axis tilts in such a manner that its upward extension

Fig. 16. Fargo tornado of 20 June 1957 extending
from its mother cloud. Courtesy Mr. Littke from
Dilworth, Minn.
reaches the center of the rotating cloud. The angle is estimated to be about 30 degrees.
Numerous examples show that the tilt angle of a tornado axis is relatively small
in the early stages of development through maturity. During the post mature stage,
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the distance between the surface tornado and the mother cloud center increases and the
axis approaches the horizontal.
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Fig. 17. Relative
motion of the surface
position of the Fargo
tornadoes of 20 June
195 7 with respect to
the center of the
mother circulation.
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It is seen that a tornado is usually cone shaped when it is located within one or
two miles of the center of the mother circulation. As it moves away from the center
following a spiral path, the funnel talces an appearance of a snake or a rope . The distance of the Fargo tornado from the mother cloud was almost 10 miles shortly before
the tornado disappeared.

11.

Conclusions
This research suggests a mechanism of the formation of a hook echo as the

differential translational motion between the rotating cloud and ordinary echo without
rotation. That is to say the rotational portion of a cumulonimbus tends to move out
from the rest of the cloud, especially at low levels . At the high levels, above probably 30 to 40, 000 ft, the hook echo circulation is surrounded completely forming a vortex
eye.
A kinematic diagram with coordinates of absolute tangential speed vs cyclone
radius was made to physically relate the macro-, meso-, and micro-circulations.
It has been shown that the absolute circulation is conserved in micro-circulation while
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absolute vorticity is likely to be conserved in macro-circulation. Mesoscale circulations existing in these two extremes is rather complicated since no absolute vorticity
or circulation is conserved. The diagram also shows that only local winds related to
the local topography and heating will be needed to produce dust devils. Waterspouts
could also be produced locally without necessitating the existence of mesoscale circulation to act as a mother circulation field .
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PRELIMINARY MESOSYNOPTIC ANALYSIS OF
TORNADO CYCLONE CASES OF MAY 26, 1963

By
Tetsuya Fujita and Robbi Stuhmer

On the termination of the National Severe Storms Project field operation
of 1963, 26 May 1963 was selected as one of the most significant occasions that
could be studied by various groups who were interested in solving severe storms
problems. The authors, thus, made an effort to complete a series of hourly
mesosynoptic analyses for the twelve hour period spanning the afternoon of this
selected day.
At least five hook echoes developed near Oklahoma City during the midafternoon. Prior to the initiation of the hook echoes a rapid development of a
macroscale cyclone was observed over the area; its central pressure deepened
as follows:
1003(12h),
999(18h),

1003(13h),
1000(19h),

1000(14h),
1002(20h),

1000(15h),
1003(2lh),

999(16h),
1005(22h),

998(17h),
1005(23h),

Despite the fact that the deepening was accentuated by the diurnal pressure change,
the deepening rate which took place between 13 and 17 CST was quite significant;
in fact the hook echoes formed during this deepening period.
Charts for 15 through 20 CST were analysed in large scale so that at.least
the local features of the pressure field, as registered by both radar and microbarographs, could be depicted. The chart at 17 CST describes the five hook echoes ·
distributed near the boundary of a mesohigh located near the center of the macroscale cyclone.
The charts presented herein are only preliminary ones in nature since the
sea-level pressure was used as the smoothed mean pressure field; i.e., the sealevel isobars and station winds were plotted on the charts . The final version will
consist of the revised pressure, called the "Gentle Slope Pressure", whose
gradient is designed to be very close to that at each station level. The s eries of
the charts presented here in preliminary form are still usable unless one intends
to compute geostrophic winds over the left-half of the map areas .
A full wind barb and a flag represent 5-kt and 25-kt winds, respectively.
In expressing the cloud amounts, station circles painted black denote the proportion
of low clouds; high and middle clouds combined are designated by vertical notches ;
and stations with open circles, of course, indicate clear skies.
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